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The Snowy Day meets Last Stop on Market Street in this heartwarming classic in the making
about a young boy who is in a new town and doesn’t have much, but with the help of a loving
community discovers the joys of his first snowy day.On the day it snows, Gabo sees kids tugging
sleds up the hill, then coasting down, whooping all the while. Gabo wishes he could join them,
but his hat is too small, and he doesn’t have boots or a sled.But he does have warm and
welcoming neighbors in his new town who help him solve the problem in the sweetest way
possible!
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Kids loved it. Loved the illustrations”

Michelle S., “A warm and wintry tale. New to his town, Gabo looks out his window at his first
snowy day ever. He sees a hill perfect for sledding but unfortunately, he doesn’t have a sled. He
shyly makes the rounds with his neighbors to see if anyone might have one he can borrow.
Unfortunately, Gabo’s not having much luck finding a sled, but Tío Tim, Madrina and his new
friend Isa just might have a clever solution for him! In fact, his day seems to be getting sweeter
by the hour but the best surprise just might be waiting for him at home in his kitchen. An
absolutely charming wintry but warm tale of friendship and community!”

Hannah, “snow sweet!. A beautiful bilingual story of sharing, shyness, and making friends that
will warm your heart on the coldest, snowiest day of winter.”

The book by Emma Otheguy has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 19 people have provided feedback.
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